Call for Papers & Abstracts
YSI East Asia Working Group
The YSI East Asia Working Group discusses issues
regarding economic development in the East Asia
region including, but not limited to, the Asian
capitalism, institutions, policies, financial markets
and sustainability and aims to understand diﬀerent
trajectories of economic growth in the continent. It
welcomes the interdisciplinary approach by young
scholars pertaining to economic questions of Asia.

Track A | East Asian Economic Challenges
For this track, we welcome work on a wide range of
topics, including but not limited to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Financialization & Crises in Asian History
History of Asian Central Banks
The Great Divergence
Migration in Asia
Asian Growth & the Rise of India/China
Demographic Change
Lessons from East Asian Development
Climate and Sustainability in East Asia
Economic Inequality between the East and
the West: The Role of Colonial Rule

Track B | Towards a Social ReConstruction of
Economics
The influence of the "social" in economic thinking
cannot be underplayed.
Indeed, one may argue that the foundations of
economic thinking are rooted in a shared, historical,
understanding of the nature of ownership, markets
and exchange; and is based on a tacit agreement of

Young scholars from around the
world are coming together to propel
economic thinking forward, and you
can join! Submit your work now for a
chance to feature in the program!
Deadline for submissions:
15 August 2020
Selected young scholars will get a
chance to present and receive
feedback from peers and a senior
mentor.
How to submit
1. Make sure you’re a member of
YSI (ysi.ineteconomics.org)
2. Find the two working groups
that best suit your interests
3. Submit your work to those
groups via the application portal
Note: The submission portal
contains separate tracks for finished
working papers and early research
ideas. Both tracks allow you to
select the working groups you’d like
to submit to.
Who can submit?
Undergraduate students, master’s
students, PhD students, early career
scholars as well as people doing
research work in non-academic
positions are invited to submit. You
must be a registered member of YSI
on ysi.ineteconomics.org to submit.

human behaviour(homo economicus) amongst most economists.
As we speak of multiplicities - histories instead of history, behaviours instead of behaviour; it can
also open up diﬀerent possibilities and assemblages of how we understand economics. This CFP
welcomes such engagements which may broadly be (but not limited to) three economic axes.
Those of ownership, valuation and currency. In other words, an engagement which what are the
particular histories and configurations that have lead to the current models of
1.
2.
3.
4.

How we decide who owns
What the criteria for deciding economic worth and
The mechanisms through which we decide and implement a common denomination for
exchange (currency)
How these models can be reconfigured and re-imagined.

When submitting work, please indicate which track you are submitting to in the comment
section.
Questions concerning this call may be sent to: eastasia@youngscholarsinitiative.org

SUBMIT NOW
Deadline: 15 August
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